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Thermalization 

Process of thermalization leads to loss of details about 
the initial conditions: late-time `universality´

precise understanding of out of equilibrium phenomena crucial 
for knowledge about the primordial universe

Approach to thermal equilibrium requires quantum evolution

classical equilibration times are functions of Rayleigh-Jeans cutoff



Standard approximations fail out of equilibrium 

`Secularity´ `Universality´

nonlinear dynamics necessary
for effective loss of information  

uniform approximations in time
require infinite pert. orders  

systematic 2PI loop, coupling or 1/N expansions available 

far-from-equilibrium dynamics as well as late-time thermalization in QFT 

J.B., Cox ´01; Aarts, J.B. ´01; J.B. ´02; Cooper, Dawson, Mihaila ´03;  
J.B., Borsanyi, Serreau ´03; Cassing, Greiner, Juchem ´03; Bedingham ´03; ...

Two-particle irreducible effective actions



Cornwall, Jackiw, Tomboulis ´74

Two-particle irreducible 1/N expansion to NLO

E.g. scalar N-component to NLO:

J.B. ´02; Aarts, Ahrensmeier, Baier, J.B., Serreau ´02



Time evolution equations

spectral function » h[Φ,Φ]i

statistical propagator » h{Φ,Φ}i

Nonequilibrium: 

Equilibrium/Vacuum: 



Precision tests Aarts, J.B. ´02

Damping rate: Mode temperature:

Convergence of classical NLO and exact (MC) results for small N !

Damping reduced with quantum corrections for n < ½, while very 
good quantum-classical agreement for n >> ½ and not too late times 

Classical equilibration time >> quantum equilibration time
(classical evolution does of course not reach Bose-Einstein distribution)



Application: Parametric resonance preheating

N-component scalar λφ4-theory  



Fluctuation dominated regime 
after Ecl ' Efluc at t = tnonpert

Critical slowing down for t > tnonpert

N = 4, λ = 10-6 :

J.B., Serreau ´03



Similarly: Tachyonic preheating
Same 2PI 1/N approximation employed by Arrizabalaga, Smit, Tranberg

hep-ph/0409177
(N = 4, λ = 1)

quantum 
vs. 

classical

(quantum)(quantum) Critical slowing down 
of thermalization 



Prethermalization

Different quantities effectively thermalize on different time scales

complete thermalization of all quantities may not be necessary

Prethermalized quantities approximately take on their final 
thermal values on time scales dramatically shorter than the 
thermal equilibration time 

an approximately time-independent equation of state p = p(ε) with
almost fixed relation between p and ε may form far from equilibrium

similarly, a suitably defined effective temperature may prethermalize

`quasi-thermal´ description in a far-from-equilibrium situation



Characteristic time scales

Yukawa model with coupling h » 1 (O(4),2PI 1/(NF=2) to NLO)
Loss of initial details for mode quantities tdamp Thermalization teq

Log-scale!

J.B., Borsányi, Wetterich ´04 



Thermalization

Mode temperature           : 

Emergence of BE/FD
at late times!



Equation of state
compare:

Almost time-independent EOS builds up very early,
even though distributions are far from equilibrium!
Prethermalization-time independent of interaction details





Kinetic prethermalization



Conclusions

2PI effective action techniques provide quantitative tool for

far-from-equilibrium dynamics & thermalization in QFT

analytic description of nonperturbatively large fluctuations

Thermalization is a collective phenomenon with teq >> tdamp

(critical slowing down, `off-shell´ total particle number 
changing processes)

Relevant prethermalization time tpt for `bulk´ quantities can
be dramatically shorter:  tpt <<  tdamp << teq
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